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24 hours to nuclear war... the clock is ticking. North
Korea, increasingly isolated from the rest of the world, is
led by an absolute dictator with a major goal – to launch
a nuclear war. And they've made a deal. In exchange for
effective missiles, they will trade nuclear triggers to Iran.
An exchange, if successful, that will create two new
nuclear powers. Dewey Andreas is ready to retire from
the CIA, but he's the only available agent with the skills
to get the job done. He has less than 24 hours to get to
North Korea, to stop the deal and to save the world. A
pulsating thriller from New York Times bestseller Ben
Coes, perfect for fans of Vince Flynn and Brad Thor.
Praise for Ben Coes 'Wildly entertaining ... a heartstopping thrill ride' Joseph Finder, New York Times
bestselling author of Suspicion and The Switch 'A
propulsive read with enough plot hooks, twists, and
action to fill five thrillers' Mark Greaney, #1 New York
Times Bestselling author of Agent in Place
Enactivist Interventions is an interdisciplinary work that
explores how theories of embodied cognition illuminate
many aspects of the mind, including perception, affect,
and action. Gallagher argues that the brain is not
secluded from the world or isolated in its own processes,
but rather is dynamically connected with body and
environment.
Chinese edition of Jimmy Corrigan: The Smartest Kid on
Earth. In Traditional Chinese. Distributed by Tsai Fong
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Dewey Andreas is the last line of defence. The latest in
the New York Times bestselling series from Ben Coes.
America is about to face the deadliest terrorist attack
since 9/11. Iran has been planning revenge, with three
goals in mind: assassinate the President. Bring America
to its knees. And neutralize their most successful agent,
Dewey Andreas. When the President arrives in New
York to address the U.N., embedded Iranian assets
launch a bold strike, taking control of the island by
blowing up the bridges and tunnels connecting
Manhattan to the mainland. A shocked nation struggles
to mount a counter-attack. Meanwhile, outnumbered and
outgunned, Dewey Andreas sneaks onto Manhattan to
fight a seemingly impossible battle... A stunning action
thriller from one of the world’s most exciting writers, The
Island is perfect for readers of Michael Connelly, Brad
Thor and Andy McNab. Praise for the Dewey Andreas
series 'Thrillers don't get any better' Stephen Coonts,
New York Times bestselling author of The Disciple ‘A
gripping story, compelling characters, a relentless pace,
and nerve-wracking suspense’ Vince Flynn, New York
Times bestselling author of Pursuit of Honor
‘Breathtaking ... I was blown away' David Morrell, New
York Times bestselling author of Creepers and creator of
Rambo
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One man versus the might of the Russian mafia...
The explosive new thriller series from major
bestseller Ben Coes. Unforgiving and ruthlessly
violent, the Russian mafia has rapidly taken over the
criminal underworld in the U.S. When a powerful
family executes two high-profile American politicians,
the message is obvious: opposition will be met with
deadly force. With no other viable options, the
President creates a two-man clandestine
assassination team to find and eliminate the bosses
of this deadly criminal operation: former Navy SEALs
Billy Cosgrove and Rob Tacoma. But when
Cosgrove is found dead just days later, Tacoma is
on his own against an organisation with endless
resources and no boundaries. To find the culprits,
he’ll have to take on an army. Except in this battle
there are no limits - and no rules. A brutal thriller
from a master of the genre, The Russian is perfect
for fans of Lee Child, James Deegan and Andy
McNab.
Every hour, someone will be killed A top-secret black
ops program operates from deep within the
Pentagon. The objective: to stop devastating terrorist
acts. The means: secretly enabling a hand-picked
man, the charismatic Tristan Nazir, to emerge as the
most powerful leader in the Middle East. But Nazir
double-crosses his superiors, twisting the plan to his
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own violent ends: the creation of ISIS. Elite operative
Dewey Andreas is sent to Syria to find out more
about the enemy. His cover is blown mid-operation
and chaos erupts in the streets of Damascus.
Trapped and outnumbered, Dewey learns the awful
truth – unknown even at the highest levels of office –
that ISIS munitions were indeed provided by rogue
elements within the U.S. government. This
information arrives in time for the U.S. to cut off a
final arms shipment before it reaches terrorist hands.
But the vicious Nazir is far from finished. In
retaliation he holds the West hostage, launching an
audacious strike at the very heart of New York City...
In a situation with no solutions, there remains only
one option: Dewey Andreas. First Strike is a whiteknuckle ride from bestselling author Ben Coes,
perfect for fans of Vince Flynn, Andy McNab and
David Baldacci. Praise for First Strike:‘Coes is one
of those few authors who knows how to turn the
world of black ops into compelling, realistic fiction,
and he’s getting better and better.’ Booklist (starred
review) Praise for New York Times Bestselling
Author Ben Coes: ‘Coes is in the same league as
Brad Thor and Vince Flynn... readers will be unable
to turn the pages fast enough!’ Booklist (starred
review) ‘Terrific! A gripping story, compelling
characters, a relentless pace, and nerve-wracking
suspense’ Vince Flynn ‘High concept meets high
octane ... envision Clancy, Forsyth, and le Carré all
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writing in their prime, then kick in the booster ...
Coes blows the competition away’ Brad Thor
‘Compelling characters, a wealth of technical detail,
and ticking-clock suspense make ... one of the
year’s best thrillers’ Publishers Weekly
Toward synergy of civilizations.
"One of the year's best thrillers." Publishers Weekly
The clock is ticking for Dewey Andreas Dewey
Andreas, a former Delta working as an agent for the
CIA, is still drowning in grief after the tragic murder
of his fiancée. Dewey has lost his focus, his edge,
and the confidence of his superiors. Cloud, a highlevel Russian hacker, perhaps the best in the world,
has acquired a nuclear weapon which has the power
to devastate a major city. Fuelled by a dark and
personal vendetta, Cloud has put the weapon onto
an anonymous trawler headed straight to the US.
Learning of the missing nuke, and picking up on
rumours of an impending terrorist attack on
American shores, the best and most talented CIA
agents are now chasing the bomb. Two highly
trained teams are sent into Russia in a two-pronged
mission to seize Cloud. But it's a trap. Now
America's last hope of stopping the bomb is
unofficial rogue agent Dewey Andreas. Dewey will
risk everything to find the most dangerous and
skilled enemy he's ever faced because, if he fails,
America will suffer its most deadly terrorist attack on
the fourth of July - Independence Day. PRAISE FOR
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A DAY TO KILL "This high-octane race against time
will have thriller readers unable to turn the pages fast
enough!" Booklist "Blows the competition away" Brad
Thor
Volume II of the handbook offers the state of the art
on how body movements are used for
communication around the world. Topics include the
functions of body movements, their contexts of
occurrence, their forms and meanings, their
integration with speech, and how bodily motion can
function as language. An interdisciplinary chapter on
‘embodiment’ explores the body and its role in the
grounding of language from current theoretical
perspectives.
Interest is just emerging as a critical bridge between
cognitive and affective issues in both learning and
development. This developing "interest" in interest
appears to be linked to an increasing concern for
studying the individual in context, examining
affective variables as opposed to purely structural
features of text, analyzing the interrelationship of
cognitive and social development, understanding
practical applications of theories of motivation, and
recognizing the importance of developmental
psychology for the study of learning. This book
addresses both how individual interest and interest
inherent in stimuli (books, text, toys, etc.) across
subjects affect cognitive performance. While the
book's particular emphasis is on theory-driven
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research, each of the contributing authors offers a
unique perspective on understanding interest and its
effects on learning and development. As such, each
has contributed a chapter in which particular
questions in interest research are described and
linked to a clearly stated theoretical perspective and
recent findings. Relevant material from the broader
literatures of psychology and education are analyzed
in the context of these discussions. In addition, the
introductory and concluding chapters build on the
contributions to the volume by providing the basis of
a coherent view of interest across genres such as
stories and expository text, and domains as varied
as play, reading, and mathematics.
Ethics Management in the Public Service offers a
new perspective for ethics management in the Public
Administration. The traditional approaches, relying
on codified rules, regulations, and guidelines, have
not yielded the results expected of them and have
not managed to serve as an effective tool in the
hands of public administrators struggling with ethical
and moral questions. Unlike Code-based training
strategies, focusing on the written word and its
application in real-life situations, the authors
introduce a sensory-based strategy to sharpen
public administrators’ senses. This type of training
would first aim to help the public administrators
become conscious of the use of their senses in a
routine manner, not necessarily limited to ethical
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issues. Once an individual becomes more conscious
of his or her acts and thinking process, they can
better understand their motives, and again attempt to
modify their conduct if and when necessary. This
book holds that sensory-based metaphors are an
important device in applying the hermeneutic
approach to ethics management in the public
service, as they can enhance new understandings
about the extent to which particular ethical principles
might be disabling. Using metaphors as a
management tool of public service ethics helps to
communicate public values and ethical guidelines to
public administrators.
Eye for an EyeA Dewey Andreas NovelSt. Martin's
Griffin
?????????????????????????????????????????????????
?????????????????????????????????????????????????
????????????????? ????????????????????——???——????
??????????????????????? ???????????
Experts from a range of disciplines assess the
foundations and implications of a novel action-oriented
view of cognition. Cognitive science is experiencing a
pragmatic turn away from the traditional representationcentered framework toward a view that focuses on
understanding cognition as “enactive.” This enactive
view holds that cognition does not produce models of the
world but rather subserves action as it is grounded in
sensorimotor skills. In this volume, experts from cognitive
science, neuroscience, psychology, robotics, and
philosophy of mind assess the foundations and
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implications of a novel action-oriented view of cognition.
Their contributions and supporting experimental
evidence show that an enactive approach to cognitive
science enables strong conceptual advances, and the
chapters explore key concepts for this new model of
cognition. The contributors discuss the implications of an
enactive approach for cognitive development; actionoriented models of cognitive processing; action-oriented
understandings of consciousness and experience; and
the accompanying paradigm shifts in the fields of
philosophy, brain science, robotics, and psychology.
Contributors Moshe Bar, Lawrence W. Barsalov, Olaf
Blanke, Jeannette Bohg, Martin V. Butz, Peter F.
Dominey, Andreas K. Engel, Judith M. Ford, Karl J.
Friston, Chris D. Frith, Shaun Gallagher, Antonia
Hamilton, Tobias Heed, Cecilia Heyes, Elisabeth Hill,
Matej Hoffmann, Jakob Hohwy, Bernhard Hommel,
Atsushi Iriki, Pierre Jacob, Henrik Jörntell, Jürgen Jost,
James Kilner, Günther Knoblich, Peter König, Danica
Kragic, Miriam Kyselo, Alexander Maye, Marek McGann,
Richard Menary, Thomas Metzinger, Ezequiel Morsella,
Saskia Nagel, Kevin J. O'Regan, Pierre-Yves Oudeyer,
Giovanni Pezzulo, Tony J. Prescott, Wolfgang Prinz,
Friedemann Pulvermüller, Robert Rupert, Marti SanchezFibla, Andrew Schwartz, Anil K. Seth, Vicky Southgate,
Antonella Tramacere, John K. Tsotsos, Paul F. M. J.
Verschure, Gabriella Vigliocco, Gottfried Vosgerau
???????,?????????????????????????,???????????????,
?????“???????”??????????
????????????????... ??H.G. Wells??????The Island of
Doctor Moreau????????????????????????????????????
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This book offers a variety of outlooks and perspectives
on the constitutive values and formative norms of a
society, reflected by discourses on ethical-political
education. It also discusses conceptual and critical
philosophical works combined with empirical studies.
The book is divided into three parts: the first part
describes contemporary youth’s tangible experience of
and reflections on ethical-political issues, while the
second part explores the potential powers and pitfalls of
educational philosophies, old and new. The third part
highlights cutting edge issues within the humanities and
social sciences, and examines the prospects of a fruitful
rethinking of ethical-political education in response to
today’s pressing issues. By addressing current
dilemmas with diligence and insight, the authors offer
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solid arguments for new theoretical and practical
directions to promote philosophical clarification and
advance research. Intended for students, teachers and
researchers, the book provides fresh perspectives on the
many facets of ethical-political education, and as such is
a valuable contribution to educational research and
debate.

In Ben Coes' latest, Eye for an Eye, Dewey Andreas
faces the toughest odds of his life as one of China's
most powerful men has decided to do whatever he
must to take down Dewey--and inflicts a horrifying
loss. When Dewey Andreas uncovers the identity of
a mole embedded at a high level in Israel's Mossad,
it triggers a larger, more dangerous plot. The mole
was the most important asset of Chinese
Intelligence, and Fao Bhang, head of China's
Ministry of State Security (MSS), responds to the
discovery and brutal elimination of the mole, by
immediately placing a kill order on the man
responsible--Dewey Andreas. Dewey is tracked to
Argentina, where he is on vacation with his fiancée,
Jessica Tanzer, a U.S. National Security Advisor. A
top-level kill team is sent in quickly and quietly, but
their attack fails to take out Dewey. The collateral
damage, however, is both horrifying and deeply
personal. With nothing left to lose, Andreas is
determined to have his revenge. Once he learns who
is probably behind the attack--and why they are after
him--Dewey goes rogue, using all of his assets and
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skills to launch a counterattack. Andreas must now
face the full weight and might of the MSS, Chinese
Intelligence, and the formidable Fao Bhang, if he's to
achieve his one last goal: revenge on a biblical
scale, no matter the odds or the armies that he will
have to fight his way through. Andreas--former Army
Ranger and Delta--is a man of great skills and
cunning. His opponent, Fao Bhang, is ruthless,
determined, and with no limit to the assets at his
disposal. In this conflict, there are only two possible
outcomes. And only one Dewey Andreas.
Charts the vicissitudes of a distinctly modern and
peculiarly human vulnerability—our intimate
dependence on the fragile, time-bound cultural
framework that we inhabit—in the history of the realist
novel. The Blossom Which We Are traces the
emergence of a distinctly modern form of human
vulnerability—our intimate dependence on the fragile
and time-bound cultural frameworks that we
inhabit—as it manifests in the realm of the novel. Nir
Evron juxtaposes seminal works from diverse
national literatures to demonstrate that the trope of
cultural extinction offers key insights into the
emotional and ideological work performed by the
realist novel. With an analysis that ranges from the
works of Maria Edgeworth and Walter Scott, Edith
Wharton’s Age of Innocence and Joseph Roth’s
Radetzky March and Yaakov Shabtai’s Past
Continuous, and finally to the current state of the
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humanities, this book seeks to recover literary
criticism’s humanistic mission, bringing the best that
has been thought and said to bear on urgent
contemporary concerns. Nir Evron is Assistant
Professor of English and American Studies at Tel
Aviv University, Israel.
?????????????????? ???????????????????????????
????????????????????????????????????? ????
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"Provides a comprehensive overview of every aspect
of designing with type"-Traditional Chinese edition of Mr. Penumbras
24-Hour Bookstore, Robin Sloan's bestselling
adventure novel that uses today's technology to
solve a ancient mystery. The book is named Amazon
Best Books of the Month, October 2012. In
Traditional Chinese. Annotation copyright Tsai Fong
Books, Inc. Distributed by Tsai Fong Books, Inc.
With time running out, Dewey Andreas is the last
hope for a kidnap victim. The US Vice President has
a problem. Her son, off in college, doesn't care for
his security detail. So when Spring Break comes
around, he slips away from his bodyguard, picks up
his best friend, and heads to Mexico. But, at the
airport, he’s kidnapped. If an exorbitant ransom
isn’t paid in hours, he’ll be killed. Dewey Andreas,
CIA operative and former Delta, happens to be in
Mexico, taking some time off. Now he’s in a race
against the clock, with a highly-trained group of
vicious men waiting at the other end. An original
Dewey Andreas short by New York Times bestseller
Ben Coes, perfect for fans of Mark Greaney, Kyle
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Mills and Brad Thor.
The explosive new Dewey Andreas thriller from
bestseller Ben Coes. A group of the most powerful
people in the government, military and private sector
has begun a brutal plan to quietly take over the reins
of government. Once in power, they plan to start a
brutal war on an unimaginable scale. Meanwhile the
Secretary of State is going to Paris for secret talks.
Dewey Andreas is to be an extra layer of security.
But what should be an easy mission couldn’t go
more wrong. The cabal has sent in a hit man to take
out the Secretary of State and lay the blame at the
feet of Dewey himself. With the Secretary dead, shot
by Dewey’s weapon, he msut go on the run,
desperately trying to unravel the plot before the
conspirators succeed in killing millions of innocents.
A pulse-pounding thrill ride, perfect for fans of Mark
Greaney, Lee Child and J. B. Turner.
Sidelined after two operations gone wrong and a terrible
personal loss, former Delta and new intelligence agent
Dewey Andreas defies his superiors in a race against
time to stop a deadly terrorist plot on U.S. soil. By the
author ofEye for an Eye. 100,000 first printing.
???????????????????,?????????????.?????????????,??,
??,??,???????????.
The first in the explosive and bestselling Dewey Andreas
series. The largest oil-platform in the Western
Hemisphere and a major hydroelectric dam are
destroyed in a devastating, coordinated terrorist attack.
The West’s energy supplies are on their knees. But
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when the terrorists struck the Capitana rig off the coast
of Colombia, slaughtering most of the crew and
destroying the oil field, there was one factor they didn’t
take into account: former special forces operative Dewey
Andreas. Determined to find the men behind the attack,
Dewey must call on his long-dormant skills and
overcome increasingly deadly assaults as he follows the
trail of operatives sent to take him down. Soon he is
locked in a life-or-death struggle with the mysterious
Alexander Fortuna... and the clock is ticking. Can Dewey
save the people and the country he loves before it’s too
late? Power Down is a gripping and compelling thriller
from bestseller Ben Coes, for fans of Vince Flynn, Brad
Thor and J.B. Turner. Praise for Power Down ‘A
gripping story, compelling characters, a relentless pace,
and nerve-wracking suspense’ Vince Flynn, New York
Times bestselling author of Pursuit of Honor
‘Breathtaking ... I was blown away' David Morrell, New
York Times bestselling author of Creepers and creator of
Rambo ‘Thrillers don't get any better' Stephen Coonts,
New York Times bestselling author of The Disciple
Librarians who work with readers will find this well-loved
guide to be a treasure trove of information. With
descriptive annotations of thousands of genre titles
mapped by genre and subgenre, this is the readers'
advisor's go-to reference. • Helps librarians answer the
challenging question "What should I read next?" • Helps
LIS students understand popular genres and better
select books for which readers are looking • Serves as a
starting point for library patrons looking for their next
read
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